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ABSTRACT

As serverless computing continues to revolutionize the design and
deployment of web services, it has become an increasingly attractive
target to attackers. These adversaries are developing novel tactics for
circumventing the ephemeral nature of serverless functions, exploit-
ing container reuse optimizations and achieving lateral movement
by “living off the land” provided by legitimate serverless workflows.
Unfortunately, the traditional security controls currently offered by
cloud providers are inadequate to counter these new threats.

In this work, we propose will.iam,1 a workflow-aware access
control model and reference monitor that satisfies the functional
requirements of the serverless computing paradigm.will.iam en-
codes the protection state of a serverless application as a permissions
graph that describes the permissible transitions of its workflows, as-
sociating web requests with a permissions set at the point of ingress
according to a graph-based labeling state. By proactively enforcing
thepermissions requirements of downstreamworkflowcomponents,
will.iam is able to avoid the costs of partially processing unautho-
rized requests and reduce the attack surfaceof the application.We im-
plement thewill.iam framework inGo and evaluate its performance
ascompared to recent relatedworkagainst thewell-establishedNord-
strom “Hello, Retail!” application.We demonstrate thatwill.iam im-
poses minimal burden to requests, averaging 0.51% overhead across
representative workflows, but dramatically improves performance
when handling unauthorized requests (e.g., DDoS attacks) as com-
pared to past solutions.will.iam thus demonstrates an effective and
practical alternative for authorization in the serverless paradigm.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy→Distributed systems security; Infor-
mation flow control;Access control.

KEYWORDS

Serverless Computing; Access Control; Information Flow Control

1will.iam is short forworkflow integration alleviates identity and accessmanagement.
IAM is the role-based access control system offered by AmazonWeb Services.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Projected to exceed $8 billion per year by 2021 [7], serverless com-
puting has experienced rapid growth and is expected to become
the dominant pattern for cloud computing [63]. Also known by
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS), serverless computing abstracts away
the need to manage not only physical hardware but also the need
to manage the life cycle of virtual machines; in serverless, the cus-
tomer is no longer responsible for launching or tearing down virtual
machines, provisioning virtual computer clusters, or management
of software below the application level. This is achieved through the
decomposition of applications into small discrete functions, stateless
microservices that can be orchestrated into high-levelworkflows. As
a result, developers can focus on the core logic of their application,
eliminating the burdens of infrastructure management [73] while
enabling rapid prototyping of services [12].

While serverless is often credited as being intrinsically more se-
cure than prior cloud paradigms [83], in actuality most common
cloud andweb insecurities continue to fester [15]. A large-scale anal-
ysis of open-source serverless projects revealed that upwards of 20%
containedcritical vulnerabilitiesormisconfigurations [1].Numerous
event injection techniques have been demonstrated [2, 6, 10, 71], and
challenges related tocross-tenant side-channels remain in theecosys-
tem [76, 92]. Even though these vulnerabilities were still present,
for a time it was thought that it would be far more difficult to ex-
ploit them due to the stateless and ephemeral nature of serverless
functions. Unfortunately, attackers have proven more than capable
of surmounting these obstacles. For example, they have exploited
the ubiquitously employed “warm container” reuse optimization,
the practice of caching the containers of recently invoked functions
in server memory, to transport toolkits into the application and
establish quasi-persistence [64].

The primary mechanisms made available by cloud providers
for mitigating these threats are role-based access controls (RBAC),
known as Identity and Access Management (IAM) roles in the pop-
ular Amazon Lambda service [38]. Using IAM, cloud customers can
statically assign each function to a role that is associated with a set
of permissions for accessing other functions, datastores, or the open
Internet. Accepting the reality that exploitable vulnerabilities will
continue to exist in the serverless landscape, strict IAM roles can be
configured such that functions are restricted to communicating only
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with those components necessary to fulfill their task, thus reducing
overprivilege. Unfortunately, there is already ample evidence that
staticRBACalone is insufficient; not only are IAMroles oftenmiscon-
figured [4, 19], but evenwhen correctly defined, attackers are able to
leverage legitimate function transitions tomove laterally through the
application in advancement of their goals [10, 64, 71]. Fundamentally,
this attack is the result of a mismatch of abstractions – application
developers express program logic in the form of inter-functionwork-
flows, yet authorization is performed only within the context of
individual function transitions. As a result, attack opportunities are
not bound by the end-to-end workflows specified by the developer.

In this work, we reconceptualize IAM roles as dynamic, efficient,
and workflow-sensitive. We present will.iam, an access control
framework that, rather than (or in addition to) assigning static per-
missions to functions, performs authentication and role assignment
to web requests at their point of ingress. Carrying this role assign-
ment forward from function to function allowswill.iam to bound
attackers to the permissions associated with a legitimate workflow,
dramatically reducing the attack surface of the serverless applica-
tion.will.iam security policies are defined as a directed graph rep-
resentation of the application’s workflows, with the terminal nodes
of the graph encoding permission requirements for traversing the
workflow. As end-to-end determination of permissions for an entire
workflow can frequently be pre-computed at the point of ingress,
we extendwill.iamwith a proactive authorizationmechanism that
rejects requests that cannot satisfy downstream permission require-
ments. Thus,will.iam provides an intuitive extension to IAM-style
RBAC that satisfies the unique functional requirements of serverless
application security.

In this work, we make the following contributions:

• Workflow-sensitive Access Control. We present the design of a
novel access control model for serverless computing that me-
diates inter-function information flow as requests are processed.
Our approach follows the same design principles as serverless
applications, while simultaneously integrating with the notion of
IAM-style role-based access controls, thus avoiding the need for a
dramatic reconceptualization of security on cloud platforms.

• Thewill.iam framework.We implement our access control model
for the popular OpenFaaS serverless platform.2 As a case study
on the efficacy of our approach, we define and analyze a complete
security policy for the canonical “Hello, Retail!” reference applica-
tion [88]. Our code, policies, and datasets will be made publicly
available upon publication.

• Performance Evaluation.We rigorously evaluate the performance
ofwill.iam as compared to vanilla OpenFaaS as well as two base-
line access control systems from relatedwork (Trapeze [36], Valve
[47]). We demonstrate that will.iam has much less overhead
compared to Trapeze and Valve, with an average workload over-
head of just 0.51% compared to vanilla OpenFaaS; further, our
performance optimization for proactive authorization of requests
reduces wasted computation by 22% when considering a traffic
profile comprised of 30% unauthorized requests.

2https://www.openfaas.com/

2 BACKGROUND

Commercialized cloud computing began in 2006 with Amazon first
releasingElasticComputeCloud (EC2) [37] andprovided enterprises
access to unlimited backend infrastructure without the burden of
managing it. More recently, serverless computing platforms have
emerged to further abstract away the need to manage the software
stack (virtual machine provisioning, operating system and network-
ing layer patches and upgrades) running below the application layer.
Thus, serverless computing has enabled cloud tenants to focus on
developing the business logic of their applications while the cloud
provider handles load-balancing, auto-scaling of resources and other
management tasks. The tenants are billed according to the resource
usage (CPU, memory and network) when their functions are exe-
cuted.

Serverless application developers implement the business logic as
a set of functions that can be chained together to form task-specific
workflows. These functions often read or write private data stored
in the cloud infrastructure in order to achieve their operational goal
(e.g. serverless data analytics applications [86]). This necessitates
a robust access control mechanism in the serverless platforms to
determine if a function invocation request is properly authenticated
and has the required permissions to access a piece of data. Cloud
platforms offer access control techniques [44, 85] as part of cloud
services (e.g., AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM) [25])
provided by them. Cloud providers generally implement traditional
role-based access control (RBAC) [49] and attribute-based access
control (ABAC) [58] methods in their IAM services [31].3 In server-
less platforms, roles are attached to the functions allowing them to
access other cloud resources (e.g., invoke other functions, access
datastores) according to the access policy and permissions attached
to the role. The roles and permissions should be defined to grant the
least privilege to a function required for its operations.

For a traditional monolithic application deployed on the cloud,
a single IAM authentication per request suffices to verify the entire
application’s adherence to the access policy. However, to enforce the
same level of security in a serverless setting, each component func-
tion of the serverless applicationwill need to perform authentication
and authorization for every request. This quickly becomes infeasible
in a serverless scenario, where a high throughput production-level
application consists of numerous atomic functions each of them re-
quiring various permissions to performspecific data operations. This
leads to increased complexity of IAM policies, additional network
latency for authentication, and high billing cost [33] for the cloud
tenants. The resulting complex policies are often festered with mis-
configurations [4, 19] and create greater opportunity for attackers.
Moreover, attackers can even leverage legitimate function transi-
tions tomove laterally through the application [10, 64, 71] since each
function activation is authorized in isolation, without considering
the historic context (i.e. the series of function activations and per-
missions acquired in the workflow starting at the point of entry) of
the current request. Currently, the static function-level IAM policies
in serverless platforms do not offer an ideal security-performance
trade-off for the tenants.

3For the remainder of this paper, we will use IAM as a generic term to describe
role-based access controls assigned to functions in serverless clouds.
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Figure 1: A reference architecture of serverless applicationHello, Retail!.

Workflow Description
f1(WD1 ) Registration of a

photographer in photographer registry
f2(WD3 )→ f3(RD1 )→ f4(WD1 )→ f5 Creation of a product in

the catalog and assign a photographer
to submit a photo of the product

f6(WD2 )→ f7→ f8(WD1 ) Receive photo from photographer
and update assignment status

f9→ f10(RD2 ;RD3 )→
f11(RD3 )→ f12(RD4 )→ f13

Purchasing
a product listed in the catalog

f10(RD2 ;RD3 ) Catalog browsing

Table 1: Summary of primary Hello, Retail! workflows, as

presented in Figure 1.

3 MOTIVATION

In this section we describe the limitations of existing IAM policies
in the context of serverless computing with an example application,
Hello, Retail! [88], an open-source event-driven retail application
from Nordstrom Technology. A simplified conceptual architectural
diagram ofHello, Retail! is shown in Figure 1.

The application consists of two types of resources: serverless
functions and datastores. The functions can be triggered by explicit
HTTP requests to an API gateway, other functions, or data store
events (e.g., creation of a new object in a datastore). The functions
which expose public REST endpoints through the API gateway are
designated Application Ingress Points and can be invoked through
HTTP requests originating from the open Internet. The other func-
tions should only be invoked from another function or a data store
event. For example, f1, f2, f6, f9 and f10 are the application ingress
points in this scenario. The internal function f3 can only be executed
with necessary permissions, which are associated with the IAM role
assigned to f2, and thus cannot be invoked directly through HTTP.
Function f7 is invoked by new object creation in datastoreD2 and
is the only function in Figure 1 that has a datastore event trigger.
The functions communicate with datastoresD1,D2,D3 andD4 with
appropriate permissions in order to complete their tasks.

The ingress points mark the beginning of different workflows in
the application. The five primary workflows are described in Table

1. The→ denotes a function invocation. Required datastore commu-
nications are encoded in the parenthesis next to the function, e.g.,
f1(WD1 ) denotes function f1 writes to datastore D1, whereas RD1
would denote a read from the datastore.

Limitations in existing serverless access control techniques. Server-
less cloud platforms offer access control policy enforcement at the
granularity of functions to ensure proper security of the application.
Each function needs to be configured with the least privilege IAM
roles and policies. For example, function f3 only requires read access
to the photographer registryD1 and function f4 should only be able
to add new assignments toD4, but is barred from accessing existing
records.While these are the obvious permissions to be granted, there
are several implicit permissions (e.g., access to the function source
files stored in a cloud [26]) that if misconfigured can allow attackers
access to the function code [19, 64]. The complex policy evaluation
logic (e.g., [29]) employed by the cloud providers at every function
to authorize a request makes the task of defining IAM policies even
more unintuitive and cumbersome. Even with correctly configured
IAM policies in place, attackers can still leverage leaked cloud access
keys [27, 30, 74] for nefarious purposes, such as a cloud data store
breach [28].

Returning to the example in Figure 1, consider a common sce-
nario [19, 64] in which the IAM role for f3 has been misconfigured,
granting it the ability to invoke any function in the application. The
attacker invokes f2, passing in malcrafted data that exploits a vul-
nerability in f3. After gaining control of f3, they relay commands
to invoke f12, passing a bad argument that causes the entirety of
D4 to be returned to the function and subsequently transmitted to
site visitors by f13. Since traditional IAM authorizes each function
in isolation, it is not clear to the platform that an information flow
has been violated as f13 executes, in spite of the fact that the at-
tacker reaches the credit card registry from a completely disjointed
application workflow. This is what has motivated us to create our
system,will.iam, which associates requests with workflow-level
permissions to reduce serverless applications’ attack surface.
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4 THREATMODEL&ASSUMPTIONS

In thiswork,we consider an attackerwhoseprimarygoal is to exploit
some security vulnerability in a serverless function ormisconfigured
IAM roles to use the function for malicious motives. The abundance
of accidental access key leakage [27, 28, 74] makes it easier for such
attackers to leverage leaked or stolen keys to launder sensitive data
stored in cloud data stores. We assume that the cloud provider em-
ploys an IAM service to define cloud resource access policies to
prevent data breaches. The cloud provider is trusted and will not
mishandle or tamper with the security policies defined by the ten-
ants. We also assume the presence of an API gateway in the cloud
platform to handle external requests originating from the public
internet and a trusted authentication service which properly autho-
rizes ingress requests. Components like IAM and API gateway are
part of the standard cloud design paradigmconfirming the validity of
the assumptions.We further make the assumption that all serverless
functions are invoked through the use of REST API calls or other
forms of Remote Procedure Calls (event triggers, asynchronous call-
backs). This assumption is valid because web and API serving are
the most popular use cases in the serverless paradigm [62].

5 POLICYDESIGN

In this section, we present the design of the access control model
and policy representation. In Section 6, we present additional details
of thewill.iam architecture, including how it is integrated into the
cloud platform.

Inwill.iam, access control roles are assigned to workflows, not
individual functions. In practice, this means that a web request is as-
signedaroleat itspointof ingressand isbound to the role’s associated
permissions throughout its lifecycle in the serverless application.
The security policy is comprised of two components, a Labeling
State and a Protection State. An example policy is given in Figure 2.
The Labeling State specifies the permissions associated with a given
role, while the Protection State specifies the required permissions
to complete a logical routine within the application. Critically, the
Protection State does not describe function-by-function permission
requirements, but instead the end-to-end permission requirements
of the workflow. As we will later show, this allows authorization
to be performed proactively at the earlier stages of a workflow to
reduce the unnecessary use of compute resources.

5.1 Labeling State

We represent the Labeling State as a directed acyclic graph of the
formG=<V ,E>. Eachv ∈V is of the formv=< label ,type >, where
label is an arbitrary string and type ∈ {“token”, “role”, “data”}. Token
vertices correspond to authentication tokens, roles vertices to RBAC
roles, and data vertices to explicit data permissions in the application.
Thepermissible edges inE are constrainedbyvertex types: {token→
role, role→role, role→data}. Each token is associatedwith atmost
one role, each role is associated with zero to many data permissions,
and for space efficiency roles can be hierarchical such that parent
roles encompass all permissions of their children.

The design of our security policy is intentionally vague on the
authentication method that should be employed. This is because au-
thentication is ultimately anorthogonal problem that is best resolved
by the application developers. For example, the developersmaywish

to use a password gateway or an OAuth-based approach for role as-
signment. In our proof-of-concept implementation ofwill.iam, we
makeuseofa token-basedauthenticationschemewhereclients trans-
mit their token in the "Authorization" HTTP header. Thewill.iam
framework then hands the token off to an authentication service to
determine the role to be associated with the request. The problem of
web service authentication is well researched (e.g., [43]) so we will
not explore it in greater detail in the remainder of this paper.

5.2 Protection State

The Protection State is also represented as a directed acyclic graph
of the formG=<V ,E>. Eachv ∈V is of the formv=< label ,type >,
where label is an arbitrary string and type ∈ {“ingress”, “function”,
“data”}. Each edge e ∈ E is of the form <vsrc ,vdst ,type >. Ingress
vertices correspond to ingress points of the serverless applications,
functions correspond to individual computation components of the
application,anddataverticescorrespondtorequiredexplicitdataper-
missions. The permissible edges inE are constrained by vertex types:
{inдress → f unction, f unction → f unction, f unction → data}.
Each ingress vertex is linked to at most one function, each func-
tion can link from zero to many intermediate functions, and each
last-level function is linked with zero to many data permissions.

The protection state graph can be used to perform authorization
as follows. A functionvf1 may only invoke the API of a functionvf2
if there exists an edgevf1 →vf2 ; this is comparable to a traditional
IAM role on Amazon Lambda, where only “single hop” transitions
can be specified. Each path from an ingress vertex to a last-level
function vertex encodes a programmed workflow in the application.
The end-to-end workflow is authorized if the request is associated
with a role that carries all of the required permissions encoded by
the children of the last-level function. Thus, in this policy it is pos-
sible to proactively deny a request at the point of ingress if it lacks
a necessary permission, even if that permission is not required until
deep into the function workflow.

Despite their simplicity, functions often complex internal work-
flows, to thepoint that some functionsmayonly conditionally invoke
downstream functions depending on the context of the request. As
a result, it may be that the permission set of a workflow is undecid-
able at the point of ingress. Allowing the request to proceed only
if it contained all possibly necessary permissions would be overly
restrictive; instead, to account for this we introduce a type attribute
to each edge in the Protection State where e .type ∈ {“Mandatory”,
“Conditional”}. If a conditional edge exists in aworkflow,weperform
conditional authorization on the request at the point of ingress in
which only the data permissions required by mandatory paths are
checked. At each intermediary function in the workflow, we then
check to see if any conditional requirements have been resolved,
potentially re-authorizing the request if they have. The request is
only fully authorized to continue once all conditional requirements
have been resolved.

5.3 Example PolicyWalkthrough

Figure 2 depicts an example security policy for a simple and imag-
inary human resources application. The application contains five
functions (onboard-employee, add-employee, add-to-payroll,
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Authentication Token 1
role:employee

Authentication Token 2 role:admin

Authentication Token 3
role:hr

data:employee-read

data:payroll-write

data:payroll-read

data:employee-write

(a) Labeling State Graph

Ingress Point 1 func:onboard-employee

Ingress Point 2 func:get-employee

Ingress Point 3
func:view-employee-directory

func:add-employee

func:add-to-payroll

data:employee-write

data:payroll-write

data:payroll-read

data:employee-read

(b) Protection State Graph

Figure 2: Examplewill.iam Security Policy. In Figure 2a, trapezoids are authentication tokens, octagons are the roles associated

with those tokens, and diamonds are the permissions associated with those roles. Traversing the graph from a token to

its terminal children specifies the token’s permission set. In Figure 2b, rectangles are application ingress points, ovals are

functions, and diamonds are permissions. Each path between an ingress point and a terminal child represents an application

workflow, with the terminal children of the last function specifying the required permissions of the entire workflow.

get-employee, and view-employee-directory) and two datas-
tores (employee and payroll), each with read and write permis-
sions. Requests can be assigned to one of three roles (employee, hr,
or admin). The employee role only possesses permission to read the
employee datastore, while the admin role is permitted towrite to the
employee datastore and to read and write to payroll. The admin
role possesses all permissions, which is expressed in Figure 2a by
positioning admin as the parent of both the employee and hr roles.

Consider the workflow associated with Ingress Point 3. If a re-
quest is issued that authenticates and is assigned the admin role, it
is possible to make an authorization decision for the entire work-
flow at the point of ingress. This is because the admin role pos-
sesses the payroll-read and employee-read permissions. On the
other hand, if the request is assigned the employee role, it is pos-
sible to proactively deny this request at the point of ingress. This
role technically has the necessary permissions to execute view-
employee-directory, but not the permissions required to execute
get-employee. Allowing the request to execute a portion of the
workflow both wastes computation and expands the attack surface
of the application, and should thus be avoided.

Let us now consider the workflow associated with Ingress Point 1.
Thisworkflowrelates to anemployee-onboarding routineperformed
by theHuman Resources department. The onboard-employee func-
tion calls the add-employee function to register the new employee,
as well as the get-employee function to return the new record for
confirmation. If the employee has already completed and uploaded
their direct deposit paperwork, the employee is added to the pay-
roll system as well, but if not they are permitted to do so at a later
date. As a result, the onboard-employee function contains a condi-
tional dependency to add-to-payroll, which impacts the permis-
sion set of the entire workflow. Therefore, at the ingress point we
can only conditionally authorize the workflow, comparing the role’s
permission set to the mandatory permissions employee-write and

payroll-read. If add-to-payroll is invoked, the mandatory per-
mission set changes to include payroll-write, which must then be
verified.4

6 WILL.IAMARCHITECTURE

In this section, we present the design of thewill.iam architecture,
which manages and enforces the security policies described above.

6.1 Overview

A diagram of will.iam is presented in Figure 3. will.iam is com-
prised of three main components: the API gateway, the policy eval-
uation service and the request handler. The API gateway is built
into the FaaS platforms to provide an external route to the deployed
functions. Inwill.iam, the API gateway is augmented to forward
externally generated requests to the policy evaluation service and
to forward internally generated invocation requests to the proper
function instances. The policy evaluation service is the enforcement
point of the access control policies defined for various serverless
workflows deployed on the cloud. There is a request handler running
in each function-instance (i.e. container) that transparently adjusts
will.iam-specific headers in the invocation request before passing
it to the function, thus makingwill.iam function-agnostic. These
three components collaborate to enforce access control in serverless
cloud platforms as described in Figure 3.

When an external function execution request arrives at the API
gateway ( 1 ) in a FaaS platformwithwill.iam enabled, the request is
forwarded to an authentication server ( 2 ) to assign the designated
role to the request as per the authorization header information in
the request ( 3 ). Next, the request is passed to the policy evaluation
service ( 4 ) to verify whether the assigned role possesses necessary
data permissions to successfully execute the workflow activated by
this request. The policy evaluation service fetches the protection
state associated with the request and the labeling state associated

4Note that, in our simplified example, only the hr role can execute this workflow
regardless of whether the conditional branch is taken.
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Figure 3: An overview of thewill.iam architecture and its authorization workflow.

with the role and invokes themandatory policy evaluation routine
( 5 - 8 ). This routine accepts the request if it has the data permissions
for executing absolute function invocations in its trajectory through
the workflow and forwards the request to the appropriate function
container ( 9 - 10 ).Otherwise the request is denied right at the ingress
point even before any function executes. For each of the subsequent
function invocations in the workflow, the policy evaluation service
fires the conditional policy evaluation routine ( 11 - 13 ). If the function
invocation is absolute, then no further processing is necessary and
the request is forwarded to the function container, whereas for a
conditional invocation data permissions required for that particular
invocation are verified before forwarding ( 14 - 16 ).

6.2 API Gateway

In FaaS platforms, the API Gateway handles all incoming requests
from the public internet.will.iam extends the API gateway to intro-
duce a centralizedworkflow-aware access control enforcement point
in the lifecycle of an incoming request. Upon receiving an external
request, thewill.iamAPI gateway uses an authentication service to
exchange the request’s authorization token for an IAM role which
can be passed alongwith the request to the policy evaluation service.
The API gateway is also responsible for forwarding pre-approved
internal requests to their destination function containers. Requests
rejected bywill.iam generate an unauthorized error, and the API

gateway propagates the error to the userwith necessary information
for debugging purposes following the standard design practice of
FaaS. The API gateway introduces no additional overhead in exe-
cuting its tasks and transmits all access control information in-band
with the requests that flow between the cloud components, thus
avoiding TCP and HTTP overheads.

6.3 Policy Evaluation Service

The policy evaluation service is the centralized access control en-
forcementpoint inwill.iam. This component is designedasaplug-in
with defined interfaces to interact with existing serverless platforms.
In will.iam, the API gateway forwards all externally originated
requests to the policy evaluation service that proactively denies
requests with insufficient permissions from executing the entire
workflow associated with the ingress request. It also enforces ac-
cess control for conditional policy violations in internal function
requests. The policy evaluation service employs the following meth-
ods to achieve its goal.

6.3.1 Mandatory Policy Evaluation. The mandatory policy evalua-
tion routine takes care of denying ingress requests with insufficient
permissions. It reads the Protection State graph to obtain the set of
permissionsM required to execute the workflow, and the Labeling
State graph associatedwith the corresponding IAMrole to obtain the
set of permissionsP granted to the request. IfM⊈P , then the request
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is immediately rejected because eventually the workflowwill lack
necessary permissions to execute some downstream function. To ac-
count for the conditional function invocations in the protection state
graph, this routine computes the conditional permission look-up
tableT which stores data permissions that will be required by these
invocations for later processing, but does not immediately verify the
presence of the conditional permissions. The accepted requests are
forwarded to the designated function instances.

6.3.2 Conditional Policy Evaluation. All internal function requests
are directed to the conditional policy evaluation routine. It trivially
accepts all absolute function requests, as access permissions for
them had already been verified in the mandatory policy evaluation.
However, for functions present in tableT , this routine determines
whether the workflow should continue to execute or not. It checks
if the required permissionsC by the target function f are satisfied
in P . Requests with unsatisfied permissions are aborted, whereas
accepted requests are forwarded to the gateway for routing to the
correct function instance.

6.4 Request Handler

In serverless platforms, a tiny webserver (i.e., a request handler)
runs inside the function container that accepts function invocation
requests. This request handler parses the incoming request object
and starts execution of the function.will.iam extends the design of
this request handler to remove the in-band headers used bywill.iam
before handing the request off to the function routine. This allows
will.iam to be completely transparent to the function implementa-
tion and easily deployable to existingplatformswithout any function
modification. Additionally, the request handler runs a reverse proxy
for communicating with other functions in the workflow. This re-
verse proxy will readjust the in-bandwill.iam-specific headers in
the outgoing request and then redirect it to the policy evaluation
service to verify conditional violations.

7 IMPLEMENTATION

We implementedwill.iam into the OpenFaaS serverless framework.
OpenFaaS can be deployed on multiple container orchestration plat-
forms, however in this paper we deploy OpenFaaS over Kubernetes.
We primarily modified two components of OpenFaaS, the "gateway"
and "of-watchdog", representing an addition of approximately 400
lines of Go code.

Gateway. The gateway is exposed to the public internet and ac-
cepts incoming requests to functions. We modify the gateway by
adding an extra HTTPmiddleware which modifies the body of the
incoming request as it exits the gateway. This modification handles
exchanging the token specified in the "Authorization" header of the
incoming HTTP request for a policy. The gateway then uses the
policy name and policy graph to build a list of data permissions
granted to the request. The gateway also uses the target function
name, which is specified in the URI path, and the Protection State
graph in order to build the list of data permissions that are absolutely
and conditionally required. If there is an element in the set of ab-
solute permissions that is not in the request’s permission set, the
gateway rejects the incoming request with an unauthorized error. If
there are conditional violations, the gateway encodes the allowed
data permissions for the request into a serialized in-band header

{
" f u n c t i o n s " : {

" product−c a t a l o g −ap i " : {
" p e rm i s s i on s " : [

{
" dataType " : " p roduc tCa t ego ry " ,
" o p e r a t i o n " : " r ead "

}
. . . a d d i t i o n a l p e rm i s s i on s omi t t ed f o r space . . .

] ,
" a b s o l u t eDependenc i e s " : [ ] ,
" c ond i t i o n a lDep end en c i e s " : [ ]

} ,
. . . a d d i t i o n a l f u n c t i o n s omi t t ed f o r space . . .

} ,
" p o l i c i e s " : {

" cus tomer " : {
" d ependenc i e s " : [

" p u b l i c "
] ,
" p e rm i s s i on s " : [

{
" dataType " : " c red i tCardsName " ,
" o p e r a t i o n " : " r ead "

}
]

} ,
. . . a d d i t i o n a l p o l i c i e s omi t t ed f o r space . . .

}
}

Figure 4: Snippet from an example JSON configuration file

used for definingwill.iam security policies.

and transmits them to the target function. The target function runs
behind a modified version of the of-watchdog component described
below.

The gateway also handles routing of calls between functions in
the Protection State graph. For these intra-function requests, the
in-band header is already encoded into and the gateway checks for
conditional violations before forwarding the request. If a conditional
violation becomes absolute, the gateway rejects the request and the
unauthorized error is sent upstream to the user.

Of-Watchdog. The of-watchdog server is only reachable from
within the OpenFaaS cluster. It handles both receiving incoming
requests from the gateway and passing them onto the function. The
OpenFaaS framework allows functions to receive requests from the
of-watchdog server over standard input or over HTTP.We do not
modify this functionality and our changes are transparent to the
function.

We add extra HTTPmiddleware that removes the in-band header
containing the encoded access control logic from the gateway.We
also modify the watchdog to launch a reverse proxy server that is
bound to a port within the cloud function’s container. When the
HTTPmiddleware removes the in-band header from the request it
stores it in a map so that it can be looked up for the specific request.
The reverse proxy uses this map to retrieve that in-band header
associated with a request and add it back to the request before it is
sent to the gateway as an intra-function request.

Configuration.We require the access control policy writer to pro-
vide a JSON configuration file which provides the required infor-
mation about each function and policy in the access control model.
Figure 4 provides an example configuration file.
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Figure 5: Container image build sizes forHello, Retail!.

8 EVALUATION

We evaluate our access control system using Hello, Retail! [88], a
serverless application developed by Nordstrom Technology as a
proof-of-concept approach to an event driven computing model in
the retail industry. As one of the most mature open-source applica-
tions,Hello, Retail! has been used in many past studies of serverless
computing [80], including access control research [36, 47, 59].

We compare the performance ofwill.iam against two state-of-
the-art serverless information flow control systems, Trapeze 5 [36]
and Valve 6 [47], both of which have been open-sourced by their
respective authors. Trapeze is a language-based approach that traces
information flow at the language level, while Valve is a system-based
approach that, likewill.iam, mediates events at the function level.
To compare against these systems,we use themodified version of the
application from Alpernas et al. [36], which replaces AWS-specific
components with open-source components that can be deployed
on top of Kubernetes and OpenFaaS. This is the same modified ver-
sion used in prior work to evaluate these systems providing us with
an apples-to-apples baseline upon which to compare performance.
We also write a completewill.iam security policy forHello, Retail!,
which is provided and discussed in Appendix A.

All experiments were performed on a server-class machine with
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2683v4 running at 2.10GHz and 135 GB
of RAM. The containerization and orchestration software used was
Docker 19.03.11 and Kubernetes 1.18.3. For the purposes of testing,
the Kubernetes cluster was configured as a single node cluster with
both control plane and user deployed pods being run on the single
master node. All Docker images required for all of the following
tests were pre-pulled in order to minimize the effects of external
networking variations.

8.1 Build Time Performance

The build time and build size overheads, averaged across 30 invo-
cations of each function, are given in Figure 5 and Figure 6. These
figures indicate thatwill.iam imposes very little overhead at build
time when compared to Vanilla OpenFaaS. Additionally it substan-
tially outperforms both Trapeze andValve. For build size, the slightly

5https://github.com/kalevalp/trapeze
6https://github.com/Ethos-lab/Valve
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Figure 7: Container deployment times forHello, Retail!,

increased container size over Vanilla is due to the additional Go
code that is compiled into the of-watchdog binary for every func-
tion container. However, this addition pales in comparison to the
increased build size of Trapeze and Valve, where many additional
files are copied into the container image. Trapeze needs to copy in
Javascript files that help with securing its key-value store, while
Valve needs to copy in its HTTPS proxy binary. When comparing
build times, there was no meaningful difference betweenwill.iam
and Vanilla OpenFaaS. The slight differences observed here were
due to variances in retrieving npm packages over the Internet during
the build process. In contrast, Trapeze and Valve both took signifi-
cantly longer to build due to the introduction of extensive additional
dependencies to the container. Although these costs are one-time
and can be largely ignored by the customer, they compound when
considering millions of customers if these approaches were to be
adopted at the platform layer, suggesting a significant advantage for
the adoptability ofwill.iam.

8.2 Orchestration Performance

Orchestration refers to platformmanagement tasks, specifically the
deployment and teardown of containers as functions are requested
to be invoked. We report overheads for deployment and teardown,
averaged across 30 invocations of each function, in Figures 7 and 8,
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Figure 8: Container teardown times forHello, Retail!.
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Figure 9: End-to-end workflow latency for web requests.

respectively, we did not observe any meaningful pattern of differ-
ences between anyof the benchmarked systems. These resultsmatch
up with our expectations, since the overhead associated with these
operations is dominated by the performance of the orchestration
system rather than the specific containers being handled. In spite
of our results being averaged across many trials, no differences are
observable that are not better explained by noise due to orchestra-
tion scheduling decisions made by kube-scheduler and kubelet.
However, this is sufficient to demonstrate thatwill.iam does not
impose undue burden on orchestration routines.

8.3 RuntimeWorkflow Performance

Aswill.iammediates activityat theworkflowlevel,wenowcompare
performance ofwill.iam to Vanilla OpenFaaS and Trapeze using 3
end-to-endHello, Retail!workflows.Wewere unable to includeValve
in these experiments because the authors did not make available
theirHello, Retail! policy along with their source code. Wemeasure
the end-to-end latency of a request for 3 representativeworkflows in
the reference application: Catalog Builder, Catalog API, and Product
Purchase. These correspond to the ingress points f2, f10, and f9 in
Figure 1. They also represent 3 different kinds of workflows: Catalog
Builder makes additional function calls and performs a database
write operation, Catalog API makes no additional function calls but
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Figure 10: Concurrent request latency for variable propor-

tions of bad (unauthorized) traffic.

performs a database read operation, and Product Purchase makes
additional function calls and performs a database read operation. For
each system, all requests made in this experiment had all required
permissions to be fully processed.

Results, shown in Figure 9, are averaged over 1000 repetitions of
each workflow. Across all three workflows, we observe almost neg-
ligible overheads imposed bywill.iam, averaging 0.51% and in thr
worst case5.2%.Thisoverhead isdue to the searches required todeter-
mine if therequesthas therequiredpermissionsandtheencodingand
decoding of the in-band header. In contrast, Trapeze imposes signifi-
cant overheads on 2 of the 3 flows, specifically in conditions inwhich
many datastore read operations occur. This is because the language-
based Trapeze system transformation to programs incurs latency on
datastore reads for each entry accessed in its key-value store.

Proactive Authorization. The above experiments assumed that all
operations in theworkflowwere authorized, which does not capture
the performance benefits ofwill.iam’s proactive authorization. To
demonstrate the potential performance savings of this mechanism,
we measured the latency of 100 concurrent requests with increas-
ing proportions of unauthorized (“bad”) traffic being issued to the
ingress point. For this experiment, we make use of the Product Pur-
chase workflow. Each bad request is correctly formatted, but lacks
the required permissions to execute downstream functions after
the ingress point, potentially resulting in wasted computation. If
will.iam’s proactive authorization mechanism is effective, we ex-
pect to see decreased latencies forwill.iam as compared to other
systems.

Results are shown in Figure 10, We observe thatwill.iam greatly
outperforms all of the other systems as the proportion of bad re-
quests increase. This is due to the ability ofwill.iam to preemptively
reject requests with absolute violations at the gateway rather than
allowing the request to be partially processed before being rejected.
The Vanilla system does not have this ability and as a result it’s
average latency decreases with a much smaller slope. Even through
Trapeze does allow for early rejection of requests with incorrect per-
missions, the overhead of the SQL operations is very high, leading
to slow performance even in situations where a large proportion of
the requests can be rejected early.When considering that Cloudflare
estimates the percentage of Internet bot traffic to be 40% [46], much
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of which emanates frommalicious bots, this suggests potential for
significant savings through use ofwill.iam. While the workloads
used in this experiment were synthetic, we discuss how this result
may inform the use ofwill.iam as a DDoS defense in Section 9.

9 DISCUSSION

Portability.The access controlmechanismproposed in this paper and
the implementation of the framework inOpenFaaS provides away to
enforce access control with low overhead in a serverless computing
environment. Building the framework into OpenFaaS allows for this
access control system to be deployed on top of Kubernetes and thus
on every major cloud provider’s infrastructure. Additionally this
framework can easily be deployed on an in-house Kubernetes or
Docker Swarm cluster. This portability is due to the fact that we
do not depend directly on any functionality which is specific to a
cloud providers serverless implementation. The entire framework
runs inside of containers and utilizes common technologies for it’s
required functionality. For example, request and responses between
services are serialized to and from JSON and performed over HTTP
and routing between functions and the gateway leverages DNS.

Denial of Service Attacks.will.iam’s ability to determine if a re-
quest will fail ahead of time and reject it at the gateway has the
potential to mitigate targeted denial of service attacks. This is be-
cause the wasted computation we identified above can be seen as a
traffic amplifier; permitting these requests to travel partially through
a complex workflow greatly increases the cost of the attack for the
application owner. For example, inHello, Retail! the function "pur-
chase" depends on "get-price", "authorize-cc", and "publish" in that
order. The first function in that orderingwhich requires a non-public
data permission is "authorize-cc", therefore it is possible for a request
without the proper permissions to invoke multiple functions before
failing. However, whenwill.iam is used, the upcoming permissions
failurewouldbedetected immediately andcomputational costwould
be incurred only at the gateway. From the DDoS attack on GitHub
[54] in 2018, we can see that bad requests accounted for upwards of
90%of incoming traffic. From the evaluation section abovewecan see
thatwill.iam access control model greatly outperforms the Vanilla
model when proportion of bad requests is at 90%. Using Amazon
Lambda’s pricing model we determined the cost-saving ofwill.iam
under a DoS attack to be 64% less than that of the standard serverless
platform.Whilewe do not argue thatwill.iam is a complete solution
for DoS defense, it does prevent an application’s own permissioned
workflows from being weaponized against it.

10 RELATEDWORK

Attacks on serverless platforms. Remote code execution, poor re-
source isolation and covert channels (i.e. VM, container and func-
tion co-location vulnerabilities) [52, 53], reconnaissance attacks
and canonical cloud vulnerabilities [15] are rampant in serverless
platforms [76, 92]. Researchers have demonstrated event injection
attacks [2, 6, 10] and data exfiltration [64, 71] in serverless. Access
control misconfigurations are shown to enable attackers to steal
sensitive informative [4, 19] or launch denial-of-service (or denial-
of-wallet [13, 14]) attacks by exhausting allocated resource limits
and expanding usage bill. Common vulnerabilities and bugs in SDKs,
third-party libraries and platform code [5, 9, 18, 20] plague serverless

functions. Existing security solutions [3, 8, 11, 16, 17, 21–24] each
solve some part of these problems.will.iam adds to the growing set
of defenses against described attacks.

Serverless SecurityResearch. Alpernaset al. proposedTrapeze [36],
a language-based approach to dynamic information flow control.
Trapeze wraps each serverless function in a security shim that inter-
cepts data accesses from shared data stores, external communication
channels (i.e. Internet), and messages exchanged with other func-
tions. Trapeze’s implementation depends on the programming lan-
guage of the function and usage of predefined key-value store func-
tions from the Trapeze library. Trapeze’s secure key-value store suf-
fers high overhead induced by expensive SQL operations. Moreover,
Trapeze completely forgoes serverless warm-start performance op-
timizations and worsens the overhead. The fork-optimized Trapeze
does not work for some API calls and requires effort at the external
API implementation level to enable the cloud function toworkwithin
Trapeze. In contrast,will.iam takes a transparent approach to access
control and is agnostic to function and platform implementation.
will.iam proactively evaluates access control policies at the ingress
point of a serverless application andmakes a decision on acceptance
or rejection of the request even before any function executes leading
to negligible overhead. Another flow-based framework, Valve [47],
assists workflow developers in policy specification and employs a
transparent coarser-grained (i.e. function-level) information flow
control model that restricts unwanted function behavior through
network proxying and taint propagation. We believe that Valve is
complementary towill.iam and will allow developers to better un-
derstand the data flows in their applications to write proper policy
configuration forwill.iam. [61] optimizes authentication queries
via caching in order to reduce the overhead of authenticating every
function request. Instead,will.iam leverages the idea of encoding
absolute and conditional information flows within an application
into a graph. This allows will.iam to detect and disallow access
policy violations at the point of ingress.

Baldini et. al. examined several popular platforms and concluded
the lack of proper function isolation is amajor problem [41].Wang et.
al. have measured several metrics like scalability, cold-start latency,
instance lifetime in Google Cloud functions, Microsoft Azure Func-
tions and AWS lambda [92]. They found placement vulnerabilities
and arbitrary code execution bugs in Azure Functions that make the
platform vulnerable to side-channel attacks. Robust access control
can alleviate the damaging effect of such attacks as shown in this
paper. Utilizing Intel’s SGX to build secure containers [40] and cloud
functions [35, 45] to provide better isolation, formal modeling of
serverless platforms [51, 61], and semi-automated troubleshooting
based on log data [75] are some related topics in serverless security
research.

Access Control Models. Cloud platforms typically use federated
identity management [65, 89] for access control which is insuffi-
cient to define expressive policies required in serverless application
workflows. Graph based access control models [68, 81, 91] have used
graphs to express hierarchical nature of user roles. Graph based
frameworks have also been used to augment role based access con-
trol (RBAC) [69, 70] and relation based access control (ReBAC) [60]
systems and have application in operating systems.will.iam lever-
ages the well-researched concepts of graph based access control to
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propose flexible and dynamic access control model for serverless
platforms.

Serverless computing application and design. Researchers have
predicted the future of serverless computing [39, 62] and have evalu-
ated its efficacy across several domains, including scientific comput-
ing [87], real-time systems [78], publisher-subscriber systems [55],
internet-of-things [82], edge computing [56], and big data process-
ing [42, 72, 93]. While this thread of research confirms the potential
of serverless infrastructure, another thread focusses on improving
the state-of-the-art serverless design. Improving serverless perfor-
mance [34, 50, 57, 76, 79], combining SDN and serverless computing
[32, 90], better serverless programming models [77], serverless pric-
ing models [48], and serverless analytics optimizations [66, 67, 84]
are some active research areas. Our paper adds to this literature by
proposing an improved access control framework design to balance
security-performance trade-off in serverless platforms.

11 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we propose an access control mechanismwhich allows
for requests to be preemptively rejected before known access control
violations will occur, leading to time, compute, and cost saving. We
implemented the proposed access control mechanism described for
the OpenFaaS ecosystem and compared the implementation against
prior work, Trapeze and Valve. In our evaluation we determined
that there was no meaningful overheads at build time or during
orchestration. We also determined that the runtime overhead was
minimal when compared against prior access control system.When
compared against the Vanilla implementation the average overhead
was 0.51%. Furthermore we demonstrated that when load-testing
the system at bad request proportion of 30%,will.iam outperforms
the Vanilla implementation by 22%.
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A HELLO, RETAIL! SECURITY POLICY

In order to configure our access control system for theHelloRetail ap-
plication, we define the graphs for the Labeling State and Protection
State graphs as shown in Figures 11a and 11b, respectively. These
graphs follow the policy definitions laid out in Section 5. As can be
seen in the Protection State graph,Hello, Retail! includes conditional
dependencies that would make it difficult to enforce least privilege
using traditional role-based access controls.
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Figure 11: Hello Retail State Graphs
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